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ABSTRACT 

Dominguez, J.M.L., Bittencourt, A.C.S.P. and Martin, L., 1992. Controls on Quaternary coastal evolution of the east-noflh. 
eastern coast of Brazil: roles of sea-level history, trade winds and climate. In: J.F. Donoghue, R.A. Davis, C.H. netcher 
and J.R. Suter (Editors), Quaternary Coastal Evolution. Sediment. Geol., 8 0  213-232. 

East-northeastern Brazil has a wave-dominated, micro- to meso-tidal coast, lying entirely within the southern Atlantic 
trade wind belt. Integration of geologic mapping, radiocarbon dating and vibracoring data shows that the Quaternary coastal 
evolution of this area was controllcd by three major factors: (1) sea-level history; (2) trade Hinds; and (3) climate change. 

Sea-lerd hiciory. Along the east-northeastern coast of Brazil, relative sea level has fallen approximately 5 m during the 
last SOO0 y. Correlation of this sea-level history with the evolution of beach-ridge, lagoonal and coastal plain deposits sham 
that: (1) sea-level rise favours the formation of barrier island-lagoonal systems and the construction of infralagoonal d e l a ;  
(2) sea-level lowering is not conducive to barrier island formation. Rather, lagoons and bays become emergent and 
beach-ridge plains rapidly prograde. 

Trade win&. Sediment dispersal systems along the coastal zone of east-northeastern Brazil have been highly persistent 
since Pleistocene time, as deduced from beach-ridge orientation. This persistence results from the fact that sediment 
dispersal in wave-dominated settings is ultimately controlled by atmospheric circulation which, for the east-northeastern 
coast of Brazil is associated with the South Atlantic high-pressure cell. The remarkable stability of this cell through time, has 
allowed the accumulation of extensive beach-ridge plains at the longshore drift sinks located along the coast. 

Climnle change. Effects of Quaternary climate changes on coastal sedimentation are twofold. Climate changes may affect 
rainfall patterns, thus exerting an important control on coastal dune development. Along the coast of northeastern Brazil, 
active coastal dunes are only present in those areas in which at least four consecutive dry months occur during the year. 
Mapping of these areas has shown that dune development during the Holocene has been episodic, these episodes being 
probably controlled by variations in rainfall patterns associated with climate changes. Secondly, despite its overall stability, 
the position of the high-pressure cell has experienced small shifts in position during the Holocene in response to climate 
changes. Changes in wind direction associated with these shifts have induced modifications in the coastal dispersion system, 
which are recorded in the strandplains as small truncations in the beach-ridge alignments. 

These results have important implications in understanding accumulation of ancient sandstone shoreline sequences. 

Introduction terrigenous wave-dominated coasts? Most au- 
thors agree that changes in sea level, sediment 
supply and coastal processes are the dominant 
factors. However, changes in sea level are usually 
equated to sea-level rise. Coastal sequences are 
assumed to be deposited preferentially during a 
stable or slowly rising sea level. Falls in relative 
sea level are usually equated to non-deposition 
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and widespread development of erosional sur- 
faces. As a result barrier island-lagoonal systems 
are considered to be the dominant mode of sedi- 
mentation in both modern and ancient coastal 
settings. Also, the barrier island model has been 
extensively used to interpret the geologic record 
of coastal sequences. 

Insufficient at tent ion has been given to the 
role of climate in coastal processes, cxccpt as a 
factor controlling the overall distribution of cli- 
matically sensitive facies. Eolian activity, which is 
an important process acting along many of the 
world's shorelines, has aroused only a marginal 
interest from coastal scientists. This lack of inter- 
est is maybe the major reason for the relative 
paucity of literature dealing with this subject. 

Possible reasons for the deficiencies obsewed 
above are: (1) Most of the global literature is 
produced in the Northern Hemisphere, where 
barrier island-lagoonal systems are the dominant 
coastal type. Also, because these shorelines are 
transgressive and experience erosional retreat, 
important coastal dune fields are not a frequent 
feature along the coastal zone. (2) There are few 
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published details of llerrigenous littoral zone de- 
posits formed during falling relative sea level. 
The sole examples in the literature are reccnt 
terraces and beach ridges in isostatically rebound- 
ing regions, which are characterized by limited or 
absent sediment supply, and high rates of sea-level 
fall (20 m per 1000 y) (Heward, 1981). 

East-northeastern Brazil has a wave-domi- 
nated, micro- to meso-tidal, falling sea-level coast, 
lying entirely within the southern Atlantic trade 
wind belt (Fig. 1). These factors have exerted a 
fundamental control on Quaternary coastal sedi- 
mentation in the area. The purpose of this paper 
is to present an overwiew of the large-scale con- 
trols of the Quaternary coastal evolution of east- 
northeastern Brazil. Integration of geologic map- 
ping, radiocarbon dating and vibracoring data 
shows that the Quaternary coastal evolution of 
this area was controlled by three major factors: 
(1) sea-level history, (2) trade winds, and (3) clí- 
mate. Data used in this paper are from several 
papers published by the authors during the last 
fifteen years for the sector of Brazil's coastline 
that stretches from 20" to 5"s lat. (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Simplified geological map of the coastal zone of east-northeastern Brazil. Also depicted are !he major elements of the 
almospheric circulation affecting the coaslal zone and the relative sea-level curve valid for the east coast. Sea-level cuwe after 

Martin et al. (1979). 
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Regional setting level, followed later by a sharp rise to approxi- 
mately its former position (Fig. 1). 

Atmospheric circula fion 
Th ree import ant physiographic units cha rac- 

terize the east-northeastern coast of Brazil (Fig. 
1). (1) The  Quaternary strandplains comprising 
Pleistocene and Holocene beach-ridge terraces, 
Holocene fluvial terraces, lagoonal, freshwater 
swamp, mangrove swamp and eolian deposits. 
The shoreline is more or less antinuous,  inter- 
rupted only by river mouths. Barrier island- 
lagoonal systems and estuaries are virtually ab- 
sent from the shoreline. (2) The Tertiary Bar- 
reiras Formation, comprising unconsolidated, co- 
alescing alluvial fans that form an almost flat, 
seaward-dipping surface, 10-40 km wide and 10- 
100 m in elevation. The Barreiras Formation oc- 
curs almost continuously along the entire coastal 
zone. A line of fossil sea cliffs marks the bound- 
ary between these deposits and the Quaternary 
strandplains. In some places the Barreiras For- 
mation reaches the coastline forming active cliffs. 
(3) The hinterland is characterized by rounded 
hills sculpted into the Precambrian shield with 
altitudes varying from 200 to 1000 m. Minor 
portions of the hinterland are characterized by 
sedimentary rocks of Phanerozoic age. 

Sea-lecel changes 

During the last fifteen years relative sea-level 
curves were constructed for different sectors of 
the east-northeastern coast of Brazil (Martin et  
al., 1979; Suguio et al., 1979; Martin et  al., 1985a). 
Sea-level indicators used in constructing the 
curves included: (1) vermetid gastropod incrusta- 
tions, (2) beach-ridge terraces, (3) sandstone reefs 
(cemented upper shoreface deposits), (4) beach- 
rocks (cemcnted foreshore deposits), (5)  coral, (6) 
calcareous algae, (7) shell middens, and (8) la- 
goonal sediments. Despite minor discrepancies 
these curves show an important sea-level high- 
stand around 5.1 ka followed by a generally falling 
relative sea level since that time (Fig. 1). This fall 
was not regular, but interrupted by high-frequency 
sea-level oscillations. In each of these oscillations, 
sea level first fell to slightly beIow the present 

The basic elements of the general atmospheric 
circulation pattern along the east-northeastern 
coast of Brazil include (Bigarella, 1972) (Fig. 1): 
(1) air masses originating in the South Atlantic 
high-pressure cell; and (2) periodic advances of 
air masses of polar origin. Hurricanes do not 
form in the South Atlantic Ocean, thus, this type 
of atmospheric disturbance does not affect coastal 
processes in Bra’zil. 

The South Atlantic anticyclone cell constitutes 
the main centre of circulation. This anticyclone 
cell is located at a fairly fmed position on the 
South Atlantic Ocean, and undergoes only slight 
seasonal variations. This permanence is reflected 
in the extreme constancy in speed and direction 
of the trade winds. 

In the eastern and northern parts of the South 
Atlantic, the anticyclone cell causes trade winds 
to blow towards the equator (Fig. 2). These winds 
constitute the southeasterly and easterly winds on 
the north-northeastern coast of Brazil (Fig. 2). In 
the southwestern part of the high-pressure cell 
the “return” trade winds blow over the eastern 
Brazilian coast as northeasterly or easterly winds 
(Figs. 2A and 2D). The zone where the trade 
winds and the “return” trade winds diverge is 
called the zone of divergence. Along the coast 
this zone moves equatonvards during the summer 
(Figs. 2A and 2D) and southwards during the 
winter (Figs. 2B and 2C). This divergence zone is 
located around 13”s during January and 20”s 
during July (Figs. 2A and 2C). This zone of 
divergence corresponds to the limit between two 
air masses, the Equatorial Atlantic and the Trop- 
ical Atlantic (Nimer, 1989). As a result, during 
the summer, northeasterly and easterly trade 
winds blow along the east coast of Brazil. During 
the winter southeasterly winds dominate. North 
of the zone of divergence no significant seasonal 
change in wind direction occurs (Fig. 2). 

The seasonal migration of the divergence zone 
is related to two phenomena: (1) the seasonal 
latitudinal shift of the South Atlantic high-pres- 
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Fig. 2. Resultant winds for part of the Atlantic Ocean, for the 
months of January, April, July and October (modified from 
Hastenrath and Lamb, 1977). Note the convergence of the 
trade winds along the Intertropical Convergence ZonF (ITCZ). 
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sure cell of the order of 5", responding to changes 
in insolation related to the seasons of the year; 
and (2) during the summer, heating of the South 
American continent creates a thermal depression 
that forces the trade winds to tangent the east 
coast of Brazil. 

Antarctic polar fronts invade the South Ameri- 
can continent as great anti-cyclones east of the 
Andes Mountain range. These fronts, condi- 
tioned by the thermal contrast between land and 
sea and by the physiography of the continent, 
split into two branches. The eastern branch moves 
along the coast towards the equator reaching 
latitudes as far north as 10"s during the winter. 
The cold fronts rarely reach latitudes lower than 
15"s during the summer. 

South-southeast winds associated with the ad- 
vance of these polar air masses reinforce the 
southeasterly winds generated at the anticyclone 

J .M.L W M I N G U E Z  FT AL 

high-pressure cell. Gale-force winds (25 m/s) 
have been reported associated with these polar 
air masses advancing along the coast (Bandeira et 
al., 1975). 

Waue climate 

No direct, long-term wave measurements are 
available for the east-northeastern coast of Brazil. 
Thus, the wave climate affecting this sector of the 
Brazilian coastline was deduced from published 
wave statistics (Hogben and Lumb, 1967; U.S. 
Navy, 1978) and from knowledge of the mecha- 
nisms responsible for wave generation in the 
South Atlantic Ocean. 

Davies (1972) has identified two favourable 
regions in the South Atlantic Ocean where wave 
generation can take place: (1) the temperate high 
mid-latitude storm belt, and (2) the trade wind 
belt. 

The temperate storm belt (47"-56"S) is the 
most important and clearly definable wave-gener- 
ating area in the South Atlantic (Davies, 1972). 
This is a stable region characterized by a high- 
frequency of Occurrence of gale-force winds (mean 
velocities in excess of about 17 m/s). The swell 
emanating from this area, however, probably does 
not exert any significant influence on coastal pro- 
cesses along the east-northeastern coast of Brazil 
because the westerly component of the temperate 
latitude gales is much more important than the 
easterly component. Since the direction which the 
waves take is controlled by the direction of the 
generating wind, a southwesterly swell dominates 
in the South Atlantic Ocean (Davies, 1972). 

The trade wind belt located lO"-u)"S from the 
equator is characterized by a high frequency of 
winds of force 4 and over (minimum speed of 5 
m/s). Force-4 velocities are a minimum below 
which waves of normal geomorphic significance 
are unlikely to be generated (Davies, 1972). Be- 
cause of the extreme constancy in the speed and 
direction of the trade winds, and the geographic 
location of the east coast of Brazil lying entirely 
within the trade wind belt, waves generated by 
these winds strongly influence coastal processes 
in this section of the Brazilian coast. A s  observed 
by Davies (1972) the only extensive stretches of 
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continental coast strongly influenced by waves 
generated by tropical easlerlies lie in Brazil and 
East Africa. The available wave statistics (Hogben 
and Lumb, 1967; U.S. Navy, 1978) corroborate 
the assumptions made above. These statistics 
show the direct relationship between the direc- 
tion and speed of the trade winds and the direc- 
tion, height, and period of waves impinging on 
the east-northeastern coast of Brazil. For the east 
coast, although N-NE waves ake somewhat pre- 
sent all year around, beginning in April and ex- 
tending through August, E S E  waves comprise a 
significant percentage of the wave trains imping- 
ing on the coast. The E-SE wave trains are asso- 
ciated with the easterly and the southeasterly 
trade winds that blow on the east coast of Brazil 
during the same period. Thus, during the fall 
(Apr.-May) and the winter (Jun.-Aug.) east- 
southeastern waves with average heights of 1.5 m 
and average periods of 6 to 7 s are common. 
During the spring (Sep.-Nov.) and the summer 
(Dec.-Feb.) north-northeastern waves with aver- 
age heights of 1.0 m and periods of 5 s or less 
dominate on the east coast of Brazil. For the 
northeastern coast of Brazil north of loos, E-SE 
waves with average heights of 1 to 1.5 m and 
periods of 5 to 7 s dominate year around. 

During the winter, wave generation along the 
east coast of Brazil is also influenced by the 
northward advance of the polar air masses. Asso- 
ciafed southeasterly winds generate waves having 
that preferential direction of propagation. These 
air masses rarely move far enough to the north to 
play an  important role in coastal processes in 
northeastem Brazil. 

Longshore transport 

No long-term measurements of wave-gener- 
ated longshore currents are available for the study 
area. T h e  preferential direction of longshore drift 
can be estimated from the direction of propaga- 
tion of wave trains relative to initial shoreline 
orientation. These estimations can then be 
checked against geomorphic indicators (e.g., di- 
rection of migration of sand spits). For the pur- 
pose of this discussion the study area can be 

divided into two sectors: (1) from 20" to 135,  and 
(2) from 13" lo 5"s. 

Sector I 
I t  is clear from the previous scction that two 

wave trains, primarily generated by trade winds, 
impinge on this sector of the coastline: (1) north- 
northeastern waves about 1.0 m high and with 
periods of less than 5 S ;  and (2) east-southeastern 
waves about 1.5-2.0 m high and periods of 6 to 7 
s. These are reinforced during the winter by 
vigorous south-southeastern waves associated with 
the advance of polar fronts. Although these s t o m  
waves are effective only during relatively small 
periods of time, longshore transport rates associ- 
ated with them are much higher than those asso- 
ciated with the waves generated by the trade 
winds. Also, since wave energy varies with the 
square of the wave height, east-southeastern 
waves associated both with the trade winds and 
the advance of the polar air masses will be much 
more important in determining the configuration 
of the shoreline than north-northeastern waves in 
Sector I. Thus, a preferential northward-directed 
longshore drift is predicted for sector I, since for 
this sector the initial shoreline orientation has an 
overall N-S trend (Fig. 1). 

Sector II 
East-southeastem waves associated with the 

trade winds dominate year-round. The overall 
longshore drift direction is determined by the 
interaction between the wave trains and the ini- 
tial Orientation of the shoreline (Fig. 1). 

The initial orientation of the shoreline is con- 
sidered here to be the line of fossil sea cliffs 
carved into the Late Tertiary Barreiras Forma- 
tion sometime during the Pleistocene. This line 
can assume various orientations as shown in Fig. 
1. Assuming this initial shoreline and the domi- 
nance of the wave trains discussed above, prefer- 
ential longshore drift directions are plotted in 
Fig. 1. Geomorphic indicators along the east- 
northeastern coast of Brazil, as observed on vari- 
ous published maps and aerial photographs cor- 
roborate these conclusions (Martin et al., 1980; 
Bittencourt et al., 1983a; Dominguez et  al., 1983, 
1990; Barbosa et al., 1986% b). 
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As pointed out by Dominguez (1984) and 
Dominguez et al. (1987) existing coastal sedinien- 
tation models have not properly incorporated the 
fundamental role of Holocene sea-level history 
on coastal evolution. For example, the classic 
work by Coleman and Wright (1975), although 
analyzing the influence of as many as  400 differ- 
ent parameters on the geometry of deltaic sand 
bodies, did not address the effects of Holocene 
sea-level oscillations. Coastal sedimentation mod- 
els focus on tidal range, wave energy, and fluvial 
discharge as the primary controls on the general 
framework of coastal sedimentary environments 
(Fisher, 1969; Galloway, 1975; Hayes, 1979). The 
strong emphasis placed on factors such as wave 
energy, tidal range, and river discharge is proba- 
bly the result of the general belief, which per- 
sisted until very recently, that modern sea level 
has been rising or at kast  has been stable every- 
where during the last 4000 y. 

Work done along the east-northeastern coast 
of Brazil (Bittencourt et al., 1981; Dominguez et 
al., 1981, 1987; Suguio et al., 1981; Martin et al., 
1984a; Barbosa et al., 1986a; Dominguez and 
Wanless, 1991; Martin and Dominguez, 1992) has 
demonstrated that, during rising sea level, barrier 
island-lagoonal systems are the dominant mode 
of sedimentation. Rivers do not reach directly the 
continental shelf but tend to construct bayhead 
deltas in protected environments such as lagoons, 
bays or estuaries (Figs. 4B and 4 0 .  Beach-ridge 
plains are virtually absent. This is the morphology 
that characterizes the United States Atlantic and 
western Gulf coasts, where during the last 5000 
years sea level has been rising. This also was the 
dominant mode of sedimentation along the east- 
northeastern coast of Brazil at 5 ka, during the 
maximum of the Holocene transgression. 

By contrast, sea-level fall poses highly un- 
favourable conditions to the genesis and mainte- 
nance of barrier island-lagoonal systems. La- 
goons and bays become emergent. Beach-ridge 
plains rapidly prograde, creating regressive sand 
sheets (Fig. 4D). Rivers empty directly onto the 
inner shelf. This is the case for east-northeastern 
Brazil, where narrow elongated barrier islands 
separated from the mainland by a lagoon are 
virtually absent today, although abundant in the 
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past. These features have been replaced by exten- 
sive beach-ridge plains. 

Sea-level fall makes available, besides river- 
borne sediments, a new source of sediment for 
the progradation of the shoreline. This is the 
reworking of the inner shelf sands, following a n  
inverse of Bruun's rule. These sands are incorpo- 
rated into the wave-generated longshore drift sys- 
tems and finally come to rest in sediment traps 
located along the coast, such as river mouths, 
offshore obstacles, coastal re-entrants etc. (Fig. 
5). Along the Brazilian coast, in many areas sedi- i 

ments provided in this way were more important 
than the fluvial input (Dominguez e t  al., 1983; 
Martin et al., 1985b). 

Trade winds 

As mentioned before the only extensive 
stretches of continental coast strongly influenced 
by waves generated by tropical easterlies lie in 
Brazil and East Africa. Because of the remark- 
able stability of the South Atlantic high-pressure 
cell, the trade winds starting at this cell will also 
show a remarkable stability. As a result it is 
expected that sediment dispersal along the east- 
northeastern coast of Brazil, which is ultimately 
controlled by atmospheric circulation will also be 
highly persistent. Integration of geologic map- 
ping, radiocarbon dating and vibracoring data of 
the sedimentary deposits occurring in the Quater- 
nary plains located on the east coast of Brazil, 
has allowed the construction of detailed evolu- 
tionary maps for these plains (Dominguez et  al., 
1981, 1987, 1990, Bittencourt et al., 1983b; 
Dominguez, 1983; Martin et al., 1984a; Barbosa 
et al., 1986a; Dominguez and Wanless, 1991). 
These palaeogeographic reconstructions show 
that sediment dispersal patterns along the east- 
northeastern coast of Brazil have remained the 
same since Pleistocene time. Figure 6 shows sim- 
plified geologic maps of some important strand- 
plains on the east coast of Brazil. In all these 
examples it is clear that the overall geometry of 
the Pleistocene beach-ridge deposits closely fol- 
lows that of the Holocene beach-ridge deposits 
and the present-day shoreline. Although other 
areas around the world present evidence of this 
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I Tb 

PLEISTOCENE BEACH- a HOLOCENE BEACH- 
RIDGE DEPOSITS RlDQE DEPOSITS 

DEPOSITS m (BARREIRAS FORMATION) 
TERTIARY ALLUVIAL FANS 

Fig. 6. Simplified geological maps of selected strandplains 
located along the eastern coast of Brazil illustrating the per- 
sistence of sediment dispersal and accumulation during the 

Quaternary (see teKt for details and Fig. 2 for location). 

persistence in dispersal systems (e.g. Cape 
Kennedy, NE Florida; Apalachicola River delta, 
NW Florida), this phenomenon is enhanced along 
the east-northeastern coast of Brazil because of 
its location with respect to the trade wind belt. 

Climafe aid  its changes 

The effects of climate and its changes on 
coastal sedimentation along the east-northeastern 
coast of Brazil are twofold. Firstly, climate 
changes may affect rainfall pattems, thus exerting 
an  important control on coastal dune develop- 
ment. Secondly, despite its overall stability, the 
position of the South Atlantic high-pressure cell 
can experience small shifts in position in response 
to  climate change which, associated with changes 

in heating of the South American continent and 
other phcnomcna such as "EI Niño", can cause 
changes in wind direction, thus inducing modifi- 
cations in the coastal sediment dispersion sys- 
terns. These two effects are discussed separately 
below. 

Dune deidopment 
Some specialists (e.g. Goldsmith, 1978) have 

the opinion that climate is not a criterion for 
accumulation of eolian deposits along the coast, 
except along humid tropical areas. This belief is 
based on the assumption that cooling and warm- 
ing between land and sea assures an onshore 
wind at least some of the time, regardless of the 
general wind circulation pattern. Although it is 
true that coastal dunes occur in virtually every 
dimatic zone, probably within each of these zones 
coastal dune occurrence is controlled by the pat- 
tern of monthly rainfall distribution. Along the 
east-northeastern coast of Brazil, active migrating 
coastal dunes are only present in those sectors in 
which at least four consecutive dry months occur 
during the year (Fig. 31, These sectors are  the 
Quaternary coastal plain associated with the São 
Francisco River mouth, and the north-northeast- 
ern coastline (Fig. 3). Mapping of some of these 
areas has additionally shown that, during the 
Quaternary, dune development has been episodic 
suggesting that climate has changed (Bittencourt 
e t  al., 1981). In addition, persistent onshore trade 
winds also constitute an important secondary fac- 
tor favouring dune development along the east- 
northeastern coast of Brazil. 

Climate, through rainfall, controls not only the 
migration of active dunes but sediment supply to 
the dune field as well. A small field experiment 
conducted at the Atalaia beach (Fig. 31, located 
in northeastern Brazil has illustrated how this 
mechanism operates (Bittencourt et al., 1990). 
The Atalaia beach is associated with an extensive 
dune field characterized by isolated barchan 
dunes migrating in a southwest direction. The 
Atalaia beach is of the dissipative type (Wright 
and Short, 1983) exhibiting an ample low-declivity 
beach face, and no berm. Climate in this region is 
hot and humid with an annual precipitation of 
100-125 m which is essentially controlled by the 

. .  . -2.- 
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position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ) (Figs. 1 and 2). The rainy season occurs in 
summer-fall when the ITCZ moves sout hwards 
and gets closer to the coast (Figs. 2A and 2B). 
During winter-spring the ITCZ nioves away from 
the coast and the rains stop (Figs. 2C and 2D). 

Monitoring of textural beach changes at the 
Atalaia bcach have shown a close relationship 
between atmospheric precipitation and texture of 
beach-face sands (Bittencourt et al., 1990). Moni- 
toring extended for a 9-month period and sam- 
ples were always collected on the upper 2 cm of 
the beach face, in the middle point between the 
high- and low-tide level. Additionally, samples 
were collected as close as possible to the time 
when the low tide was reached. Figure 7 shows 
that during the rainy season median values for 
beach-face sands averaged 0.150 mm, whereas 
during the dry season, median values of 0.700 nim 
were typical for the sediments. Also, wind speeds 
during the dry season were significantly higher 
than during the rainy season. No significant 
changes in beach profile have been observed dur- 
ing the monitoring period (Bittencourt et  al., 
1990). These authors have interpreted these 
changes as resulting primarily from the selective 
removal of beach-face sediments by wind action. 
Thus, during the wet season (Jan.-Apr.) the al- 

J.M.L DOMINGUEL ET A L  

most uninterrupted rains stabilized the beach face 
(Fig. 7). This, in association with milder onshore 
winds, inhibited the removal of the fine sediment 
fraction from the beach face (Fig. 7). Accord- 
ingly, during this period beach sediments were 
made up mostly of fine to very fine sand with 
mean values averaging 0.150 mm. On the other 
hand, during the dry season (Aug.-Dec.) onshore 
winds removed a significant portion of the fine to 
very fine sand size fraction of the beach-face 
sediments, probably depositing it on the adjacent 
active dune fields. Thus, higher median values 
(0.700 mm) characterized the beach-face sedi- 
ments during this period, 

Dune migration virtually stops during the rainy 
season and interdune areas are flooded, creating 
small ponds that become interconnected and 
drain to the sea (Figs. 8A and 8B). Migration 
resumes during the dry season, and interdune 
areas dry out (Fig. 8C). As a result, interdune 
areas are characterized by the presence of low 
arcuate ridges, concave in the direction of dune 
migration (Fig. 8D). These arcuate ridges can be 
easily seen in aerial photographs and represent 
periods of interruption of dune migration. Similar 
features have been reported by Inman et al. (1966) 
and Purvis (1991) for interdune areas, respec- 
tively, in Mexico and southern Tunisia. 

0.1 0.2 O 5  O 4  0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

T 

3 ME DI AN Imm) 

DRY SEASON I 

Fig. 7. Observed relationships between rainfall and median of beach-face sands at the Atalaia beach. Also depicted are wind 
speeds and a conceptual model illustrating the control that rainfall e x e N  on the selective removal by the wind of the fine-grained 

beach-face sands (see text for details) (modified from Bittencourt et al., 1990). 



Fig. 8. Aspects of active dune fields located on the borthbnotthcastem coast of Brazil. (A) Aerial view of interdune areas flooded during th@ rainy’season. (B) Field photo showing 
flooded interdune areas during the rainy season. (Cl Field photo showing interdune area during the dry season. (D) Interdune arcas are characterized by low arcuate ridges 

indicating former positions occupied by the dunes. ihcbt! rldgts fom when the interdunt ana  is flooded during the rainy Season, thus indieating interruptions in dune migration. 
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Since the source of sediment for the dune field 
is the beach facce, any phenomcna affccting the 
removal of sediments from rhe beach face will 
also affect the developnlent of the dune field. It 
has been shown that for this area, sediment sup- 
ply lo the dune field and dune migration is con- 
fined to the dry season. Thus, for the Atalaia 
beach and associated dune field, any cliniatic 
change that impedes the southward movenient of 
the ITCZ during summer-fall will result in a 
decrease in precipitation, increasing sediment 
supply to the dune field and favouring dune mi- 
gration. Conversely, if the ITCZ does not move 
northwards during winter-spring, duration of the 
rainy season will increase and sediment supply to , 
the dune field and dune migration will stop. 

Aerial photographs of the Atalaia coastal plain 
suggest that sediment supply to the dune field 
during recent time was episodic (Fig. 9A). Assum- 
ing that longshore transport rates and grain size 
have remained constant during this period, the 
best candidate to explain this intermittent supply 
is a change in atmospheric precipitation related 
to the position of the ITCZ, acting on time scales 
of several decades. 

For the São Francisco coastal plain (Fig. 3) any 
climate changes that result in a decrease in the 

. 
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length of the dry season will have similar effects. 
Mapping of the São Francisco coastal plain (Figs. 
9B and 10) has shown the existence of an inactive 
dune field of Holocene age located landward of 
and being transgressed by active dunes. This inac- 
tive dune field possibly records a climatic change 
affecting this area during the Holocene. 

Beach-ridge decelopmenl 
Falling relative sea level over the last 5000 

years has produced extensive beach-ridge plains 
on the east-northeastern coast of Brazil. Each 
beach ridge was formed individually as a deposit 
associated with an active shoreline. Thus, beach 
ridges represent a sort of “growth-rings” of the 
strandplain, and alIow researchers to decipher 
the development history of the shoreline. Careful 
mapping of major beach-ridge plains along the 
east-northeastem coast of Brazil (Martin et al., 
1980, 1984a; Dominguez, 1983, 1987; Dominguez 
and Wanless, 1991) has shown many different 
beach-ridge sets separated from each other by 
truncation lines, representing periods of shore- 
line erosion. These erosional episodes may have 
resulted from: (1) small rises in relative sea level 
such as those depicted on the sea-level curve 
(Dominguez, 1983, 1987); (2) changes in position 

Fig. 9. Vertical aerial photos of active dune fields along the north-northeas!em coast of Brazil. (A) Dune field occurring in the 
vicinity of the Atalaia beach illustrating discontinuous sediment supply. This intermittent supply may be related to short-term 
changes in rainfall possibly associated with the behaviour of the ITCZ. (B) Photo illustrating continuous sediment supply to the 
dune field located al the São Francisco strandplain. Note that there is no gap between the beach and the dune field itself. Interior 
area is an old dune field of Holocene age already stabilized by vegetation and thus illustrating the episodic character of dune 

development in the São Francisco strandplain, possibly related lo recent climate changes. 
i 
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of t h e  river mouths (Dominguez et al., 1983, 
1987; Martin et al., 1984a; Dontinguez and Wan- 
less, i991); and (3) inversions in the longshore 
drift direction associated with changes in wave 
climate (Martin et al., 1984b; Dominguez and 
Wanlcss, 19911, which for the east coast of Brazil 
would probably be the result of climatic changes. 

Longshore dispersion of sediments can be cli- 
matically sensitive. Monitoring of beach profiles 
at the Armação beach (Fig. l), during a 19-month 
period has shown a close relationship between 

the wind patterns and the wave-generated long- 
shore drift direction (Farias et al., 1985) (Fig. 11). 
The Armação beach is a 3-km-long stretch of 
shoreline located between two rocky headlands 
that block any exchange of sediment between this 
beach and adjacent areas. Monitoring of beach 
profiles shows that the two ends of the beach 
exhibit opposite behaviours during the year. An 
erosional phase at one end corresponds to a 
depositional phase at the other. These beach 
cycles are not the same as those described by 

MANQRWE SWAMP 

FLUVIAL 5 ...- : .:. 
...,. . HOLCICENE BEACH RIDGES 

Fig. 10. Geomorphic map of the Quaternary deposits occurring at the São Francisco strandplain, showing the existence of two 
generations of dune fields of Holocene age. Stabilization of the older dune field is possibly related Io climate change affecting this 

part of the coast. See Fig. 3 for location of the map. 
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Fig. I l .  Changes in beach profilc through time documented for the Armaçäo beach. Isopleth diagrams in the central part of the 
graph show variations in beach surface elevation through time measured from a horizontal datum that intercepts the beach prism in 
the backshore. Thus, differences in elevation are negalive. lsopleihs connect equal elevation points relative lo this datum. 
Cross-sections of Profile 2 are not shoyn because almost no seasonal changes were observed at this location. Profiles 1 and 3 are, 
respectively, located at the southwestern and northeastern ends of the beach. See text for details (modified from Farias et al., 

1985). 

Shepard (1950) (i.e. winter-summer profiles), but 
result from seasonal changes in longshore drift 
direction related t o  changes in wind regime 
(Farias et al., 1985). These authors have shown 
that during those periods in which south-south- 
easterly winds dominated, the southern end of 
the beach (Profile 1, Fig. 11) experienced erosion, 
whereas a depositional phase characterized the 
northern end (Profile 3, Fig. 11). The  opposite 
was true when the east-northeastern winds were 
dominant. No significant changes were observed 
in the intermediate profile (Profile 2, Fig. 11). 

As discussed before, these seasonal changes in 
wave-wind regimes a t  the Armasão beach, char- 
acterize the entire sector of the east coast of 
Brazil located between 13" and 20"s. They are 
related to the seasonal latitudinal shift of the 
South Atlantic high-pressure cell associated with I 

changes in heating of the South American conti- 
nent. Thus, any climate changes that affect one of 
these two factors will temporarily disrupt wind 
regimes along this sector of the coast, ultimately 
resulting in inversions in the longshore drift di- 
rection. If conditions are  favourable (e.g. shore- 
line configuration, drift vs. swash-aligned beaches, 
etc.) these inversions can be permanently 
recorded on the prograding strandplains as 
changes in beach-ridge orientation. 

Detailed mapping and palaeogeographic re- 
construction of the Doce River strandplain 
(Doniinguez, 1987; Dominguez and .Wanless, 
1991) (Figs. 2 and 12) have shown that between 
5.1 and 3.8 ka, the northern part of this plain was 
affected by important inversions in the longshore 
drift direction, very possibly related to changes in 
wind regimes. Palaeogeographic reconstruction of 

! 
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the Doce strandplain shows that around 5.1 ka, a the shoreline curves landward into an embay- 
barrier islarid chain inflected abruptly landward, ment, such as at the northern part of the barrier 
creating a broad embayment (Fig. 12A). island chain (Fig. 12A), coastal dynamics will 

The tendency of the shoreface to maintain work to seal it off. This sealing off took place 
lateral continuity acts to prevent discontinuities according to the following mechanism. The 
of the shoreline (Swift, 1975). Therefore, when shoreface, fed by the northward-directed long- 

Y 

HOLOCENE 
BEACH -RIDOES 

WET LANOS 

@ @ .d ' PROGRADAT 

Fig. 12, Doce strandplain. (A) Palaeogeographic maps of the Doce strandplain from 5.1 to 3.8 ka (modified from Dominguez, 1987). 
These maps correspond to stages Il1 and IV of Fig. 4. (BI Enlargement of the northern part of the Doce strandplain illustrating the 
origin of truncations of the beach-ridge sets. These truncations result from inversions in the longshore drift direction. Dotted lines 
indicate orientation of the shoreline during periods of progradation. Dashed lines indicate orientation of the shoreline during 

periods of erosion associated with reversals in the longshore drift direction. Arrows denote direction of the longshore drift. 

. . . . . , . - - . . . ... .. . . "  , - .  . .  
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shore drift, began prograding into this embay- 
ment.. As a result of this lateral ' progradation, 
sand spits formcd and extended northward into 
the open ocean, well away from the shoreline in 
the concave section. Refraction of the S-SE waves 
and waves impinging from the E-NE, drove the 
spit landward unt i l  its northern extremity welded 
to the shoreline in the concavc side. In several 
cases this process gave rise to an extensive elon- 
gate lagoon separated from the open ocean by 

i '  I the spit itself. These lagoons later became the 
low-lying elongate areas separating the beach- 
ridge sets in the northern part of thle strandplain. 
Temporary changes in atmospheric circulation 
caused inversions in the dominant direction of 
the longshore drift, from northward- to south- 
ward-directed. These inversions in the longshore 
drift were probably brief (tens of years), but were 
sufficient to cause truncation of the shoreline as 
observed in the northern part of the strandplain 
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Fig. 13. Scheme showing formation of a progradational parasequence set. Each parasequence (PSI results from progradation of the 
shoreline associated with a small drop in sea level, during an overall rise in relative sea level. Note that offshore, the marine 
flooding surface (MFS) coincides with the ravinement surface. Onshore, however, the MFS splits into two surfaces, across which 
there is an increase in water depth. These two surfaces bound the sedimentarj prism deposited in the lagoon. Palaeo-soils will 
separate parasequences within the lagoonal sediments. See text for details. Numbers denote chronological order 'of deposition of 

sandstone shoreline parasequences and their correlatives in the lagoonal deposits. 
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(Fig. 128). Because these truncations are at- 
tributed to reversals in the longshore drift, they 
were called “shorcline rcactivations” (Domin- 
guez, 1987). The rcversals in the longshore drift 
direction may be related to shifts in the position 
of the South Atlantic high-pressure cell and/or 
some other mechanism affecting the northward 
advance of the cold fronts. 

Besides at the northern part of the Doce 
strandplain, reversals in the longshore drift direc- 
tion have also been observed by us at the Carave- 
las strandplain (Figs. 2 and 6) .  However, because 
detailed palaeogeographic reconstructions are not 
available for this area, these reversals are not 
discussed here. 

Truncations in beach-ridge alignment have also 
been reported for the Nayarit strandplain 
(Mexico) by Curray et al. (1967). These authors 
have also related these truncations to possible 
climatic changes. 

Conclusions 

This paper has discussed and presented an 
overview of the large-scale controls of the Qua- 
ternary coastal evolution of the east-northeastern 
coast of Brazil. 

The results presented here provide important 
insights t o  the understanding of the accumulation 
of sandstone shoreline sequences. These se- 
quences are very common in the geologic record 
reaching tens of metres in thickness and tens of 
kilometres in length. 

Detailed work in regions where good outcrops 
of ancient littoral zone sequences are availabIe, 
shows that these shoreline sandstones are com- 
posed of stacked parasequences (Ryer, 1977; Rice, 
1980; Clifton, 1981; McCubbin, 1982; Balsley, 
1983; Van Wagoner et al., 1990). These parase- 
quences are similar in thickness and facies associ- 
ations to those observed in the regressive sand 
sheets of east-northeastern Brazil. In this area 
there are at least two stacked parasequences ar- 
ranged in a progradational stacking pattern. Each 
parasequence was deposited as a result of an 
episode of sea-level fall. The two episodes are 
separated by an interval of time of approximately 
120,000 y. 

The progradational parasequence stacking pat- 
tern depicted in Van Wagoner et al. (1990) (their 
fig. IO) shows coastal plain sandstones and mud- 
stones “prograding” on top of each parase- 
quence. This architecture is difficult to reconcile 
with the results of our studies. We have observed 
that lagoonal sediments do not “prograde” over 
the shoreline sandstones. These sediments are 
deposited mostly during sea-level rise. When sea 
level falls, the lagoon becomes emergent and 
sedimentation ceases (Figs. 4 and 13C). If the 
relative sea level rises during progradation of the 
shoreline, lagoonal sediments could conceivably 
“prograde” over shoreline sandstones. However, 
this would require a delicate balance between 
areal expansion of the lagoon and sediment sup- 
ply for progradation of the shoreline. If the la- 
goon expands too much, it will trap sediments 
and shoreline progradation could stop. 

Another confusing point is how to define the 
onshore equivalent of the marine flooding surface 
(MSF) that separates parasequences. Observation 
of Fig. 13B shows that, offshore, the MSF coin- 
cides with the ravinement surface. Onshore, how- 
ever, it is difficult to establish the MFS correla- 
tive surface, because there is an increase in water 
depth at the ravinement surface as well as at the 
surface that separates the lagoonal sediments 
from the underlying shoreline sandstones de- 
posited during the previous progradational 
episode (Fig. 13B). This happens because during 
transgression, once the barrier island forms, the 
retreating shoreline splits into two, one at the 
open Ocean beach and the other at the mainland 
lagoon margin (Fig. 13B). As a result, the MFS 
splits onshore into two surfaces bounding the 
sedimentary prism deposited in the lagoon. In a 
sense, this lagoonal prism is a kind of “expanded 
section” correlative of the “condensed section” 
that may form further offshore associated with 
development of the parasequence boundary. 

Van Wagoner et al. (1990), discussing parase- 
quence depositional mechanisms, suggest that 
they form as a result of varying rates of sea-level 
change during a relative sea-level rise. However, 
drops in relative sea level of a few metres (5th 
order eustatic cycles of Van Wagoner et al., 19901, 
during an overall episode of relative sea-level 
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rise, could produce parascqucnces without neces- 
sarily leading to scquence boundary development 
(Figs. 13C-13E). It should be noted that in our 
example, the Pleistocene parascqucnce is sepa- 
rated from the Holocene one by a sequence 
boundary, because sea level during the Late 
Plcistoccne, has fallen niore than 100 ni. A much 
smaller fall in relative sca level followed by a rise 
could produce the same architecture without nec- 
essarily generating a sequence boundary (Figs. 

The  average time reported in the Iiterqture for 
the  accumulation of sandstone shoreline parase- 
quence sets is of the order of 1-10 m.y. Thus, in 
order for these parasequence sets to accumulate, 
it is necessary that sediment dispersal systems 
(i.e. wave-generated longshore currentsj remain 
unchanged in these time scales. This wodld allow 
sediment to be continuously delivered to the sedi- 
ment traps located along the coast. It is this 
persistence, modulated by changcs in relative sea 
level, that probabIy allows the accumulation of 
the extensive sandstone shoreline parasequence 
sets in the geologic record. Why should coastal 
sediment dispersal patterns remain unchanged 
for such a long time? The study of the east-north- 
eastern coast of Brazil provides a possible an- 
swer. 

Patterns of sediment dispersal and accumula- 
tion along the coastal zone are controlled by the 
wave climate affecting this region, which in its 
turn is controlled by the atmospheric circulation 
affecting this  sector of the planet. In thC case of 
east-northeastern Brazil, winds capable of gener- 
ating waves are associated with the South At- 
lantic high-pressure cell and the advance of the 
polar fronts. These patterns of atmospheric circu- 
lation tend to persist for long periods of time, 
being modified only when changes in the geogra- 
phy of the continental blocks occur as a result of 
the movement of the tectonic plates. Since the 
lateral displacement of the tectonic plates aver- 
ages just a few centimetres a year, important 
changes in the geographical position of the conti- 
nental blocks will not occur in time scales shorter 
than 1-10 may. Accumulation of sediments on 
beach-ridge plains located along the ea,st-north- 
eastern coast of Brazil has not been continuous 

13C-13E). 
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during the Quatcrnary but was interrupted by the 
rise in sea level associated with the last episode 
of deglaciation. Progradation of the shoreline then 
resumed after 5.1 ka as a result of a drop in 
relative sea level producing stacking of two 
pnrascqucnccs. Because atmospheric circulation 
patterns on the South Atlantic will probably per- 
sist for a considerable period of time, it is proba- 
ble that extensive sandstone shoreline parase- 
qiiences will accumulate along the  east-northeast- 
ern coast of Brazil if sediment supply remains 
adequate. 
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